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Stanadyne Executives visit Jacksonville

Industry Spotlight

you know?

Last week, representatives from global Stanadyne operations visited Matt Minielly,
Jacksonville Plant Manager (pictured above far left). Jacksonville is the first
Stanadyne plant to implement the Stanadyne Production System and executives from
all Stanadyne facilities attended a 4-day workshop to learn about the process
Jacksonville went through. The Stanadyne Production System takes elements from
the quality systems of world renowned manufacturers and each Stanadyne
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Manufacturing location will be implementing the system by the end of 2017. This
global system will give us the common language necessary to ensure a standard of
quality at all Stanadyne locations and will be audited internally on a 5-level grading
system.
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“Companies like General Motors, United Technology, Toyota, BMW – they all have
advanced quality systems,” says Dave Galuska, Stanadyne CEO, “and we’ve taken the
best of those and embedded them into the Stanadyne Production System.”
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JOED would like to thank Marine Chevrolet for providing Stanadyne the Corvette
pictured above for display during their visit.
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Launching of Hampton Roads Transit Ferry
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On February 10th, Armstrong Marine Inc, launched their first of two passenger ferry boats
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they contracted for the Hampton Road Transit system located in Virginia. The Elizabeth
River Ferry IV (pictured above) is a 150 passenger ferry that will travel between
Portsmouth and Norfolk. And they feel this is an economical way to offer a unique view
of the river and waterfront. We would like to thank the Onslow County Commissioners,
JOED Board members and community leaders that were in attendance to celebrate this
milestone in the growth of Armstrong Marine Inc. in eastern North Carolina.
The event was televised on WNCT Channel 9 at this link: http://wnct.com/2017/02/10/
new-ferry-made-in-onlsow-county-ready-to-set-sail/
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Groundbreaking Ceremony for the new Industrial Shell Building
On February 6th, Onslow County Commissioners broke ground on the second industrial
shell building in Burton Business & Industrial Park. This building is located at Lot 22 on
the new Luther Midgett Road. It will be a 30,000 SF building expandable to 60,000 SF
with 30ft ceilings. The County Commissioners and JOED Vice Chairman Joey Carter
shared their vision for this building and more buildings to come to Onslow County. For
information on the building, please contact JOED at (910) 939-7022.
The event was televised on WNCT Channel 9 at this link: http://wnct.com/2017/02/06/
new-building-to-expand-onslow-county-industrial-growth/
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Existing Industry Spotlight
The City of Jacksonville and Onslow County is home to many major manufacturing and
technology-based companies that provide skilled-labor opportunities and income to our
community.
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Mine Safety Appliances (MSA) has been one of Jacksonville’s longest serving employers. Located at 352
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White Street, MSA moved in to one of the community’s first publicly constructed buildings from the
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economic development office. Back in 1979, MSA considered Jacksonville, NC because of its location
and workforce. However, it was the existing building that guaranteed the expansion. As the former
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plant manager Joey Carter often tells people, “While there are not a large number of manufacturers in
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Jacksonville/Onslow County, many of those that are here came because there was a building available.”
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What started as a 43,000 square foot facility has expanded to over 100,000 square feet, making it one of
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the largest industrial buildings in Onslow County.
Known as The Safety Company, MSA has been developing, manufacturing, and supplying sophisticated
safety products that protect people and facility infrastructures around the world. At the Jacksonville
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location, MSA produces respiratory and fall protection products as well as Cairns fire helmets. Their
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product line is used by workers around the world in a broad range of markets, including the oil, gas and
petrochemical industry, the fire service, the construction industry, mining, and the military.
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Perhaps the most interesting piece of equipment MSA of Jacksonville manufacturers is the Cairns leather fire helmet, built similarly to when it was first introduced over 175 years ago. While many of the
leather helmets made today are for ceremonial purposes, most of them carry modern certifications
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allowing them to be used in active service. MSA Jacksonville handcrafts over 6,000 leather helmets
annually which is in addition to the over 80,000 composite style fire helmets produced by this facility
each year.
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The Jacksonville plant employs over 150 regular employees with temporary help brought on when required. Former Plant Manager, Joey Carter, makes it a point to allow employees to regularly retrain and
learn different skills throughout the facility. “One of our biggest successes is finding employees who will
remain with the organization for the long haul. We still have many active employees who were original
hires when the plant opened in 1979. Most of these have learned different skills through the years allowing them to grow with the facility and continue to contribute to our success.”
For more information on Mine Safety Appliances, visit their website at: www.msasafety.com
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If you have eaten a handheld apple pie from Hardees it was made right here in
Onslow County at J&J Snack Foods located in Holly Ridge, NC. J&J Snack Foods
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Corporation is an American manufacturer, marketer, and distributor of branded
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niche snack foods and frozen beverages for the food service and retail supermarket industries.
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Visit their website to learn more about their products at:
http://www.jjsnack.com/
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